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- Easy to use, easy to learn, free of charge, free of ads and offers - Apply six common image editing functions (Resize, Crop,
Adjust Brightness, Contrast, Saturation and Gamma) - Set effect threshold easily, adjust image properties easily and adjust
picture style quickly - With 16 built-in professional effects and four built-in themes, you can make your pictures look more
attractive - Work with a standard EXIF and IPTC database to retain the original attributes - Use original RAW file for your
camera and then you can convert to JPEG, TIF, GIF, PSD and other popular formats - Support 4.3GB photo capacity,
automatically detects the original photo size, supports GIF, JPG, BMP, PNG and TIF - Automatically detects and corrects a
number of common image problems such as lens distortion, vertical and horizontal shifts, and other common issues, ensures the
quality of the image - Three types of magnification: Fast, normal and slow - Adjust the position of the original image, where the
arrow points to and the icon is displayed in the corner - Support to directly save or email your edited pictures to the popular
social networks - Support to add watermark to the photos, with 10 templates and hundreds of text styles to choose from,
watermark is the best way to protect your pictures in internet - Support to convert EXIF and IPTC data to JPEG and TIF
formats - Support to add Instagram like filters to your pictures, all filters are provided by the community and their work can be
found at - Support to add heart filter to your pictures - Import original RAW files, from RAW and RAW+JPEG to all other
popular formats - Crop or rotate images and add captions to the photos - Provide rotation options like clockwise and
anticlockwise - After image rotation, you can choose to keep the original image size or resample it - Supports popular aspect
ratio including 4:3, 5:4, 5:3, 7:6, 16:9 and full screen mode - Support to add built-in blur effect to your photos, adjust the blur
level (0-10) easily - Automatically adjusts the camera settings when you shoot your pictures - Support to add magic wand effect
to your pictures, you can choose the circle, cross and polygon of the magic wand - Supports all popular social networks, such as
Facebook,
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- Changing size, shape and quality; - Crop, Rotate and Flip your pictures; - Basic photo editor; - Apply 50+ unique effects to
your pictures; - Apply various transition effects to your pictures; - Combine multiple photos into one; - Add text and frame to
your pictures; - Add texts and background to your pictures; - Apply brightness, contrast, saturation, edge sharpening, denoise,
blur; - Merge photos to one; - Apply automatic filters; - Adding creative effects; - There are more powerful features like "Add
Frames", "Add Shadow", "Apply Special effects", "Change Image properties". Main Features: 1. Convenient and easy to use
Photo Editor - Resize, Crop, Rotate, Flip, Cut, Combine Multiple to One - Basic Photo Editor - Basic Import JPEG, BMP and
PNG - Apply Different Resolution to your pictures - Apply 50+ Unique Effects - Apply Various Transition Effects - Combine
Multiple Photos to One - Basic Adjustments - Selective Color Adjustment - Selective Highlight Adjustment - Selective Shadow
Adjustment - Selective Contrast Adjustment - Selective Color Contrast Adjustment - Selective Brightness and Saturation
Adjustment - Selective Edge Sharpening Adjustment - Selective Denoise Adjustment - Selective Blur Adjustment - Selective
Photo Retouch - Adjust Reflection - Apply Gradation - Apply Watermark - Selective Grayscale Adjustment - Selective Invert Selective Invert to Black and White - Selective Black and White Adjustment - Selective Photo Rotate - Selective Edge Effects Selective Photo Enhancement - Selective Color Enhancement - Selective Contrast Enhancement - Selective Highlight
Enhancement - Selective Shadow Enhancement - Selective Brightness Enhancement - Selective Color Enhancement - Selective
Contrast Enhancement - Selective Brightness and Saturation Enhancement - Selective Sharpness Enhancement - Selective Color
Grade - Selective Color Blend - Selective Color Spot Removal - Selective Color Burn - Selective Color Dodge - Selective Hue
and Saturation Adjustment - Selective Color Balance - Selective Color Color Correction - Selective Gradation Adjustment Selective Photo Watermark - Selective Photo Editing - Selective Photo Cutting - 77a5ca646e
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Convenient Photo Editor is an easy to use application that allows you to edit your photos in a snap. Why Should You Use This
Application: * Resize photos up to 400% * Add effects to your photos * Crop your photos * Add Background * Add Text *
Add Frame * Mask photos * Add filter to your photos * Color correction * Add frame to your photo * Cut to... Adobe
Photoshop CC 2019 (MacOS, Windows, and Linux) is the industry-standard RAW photo editing software suite for
photographers and graphics professionals. The 2019 edition brings together all the pro features of Photoshop, Photoshop CC,
and Photoshop Creative Cloud into one integrated experience. Photoshop CC 2019 brings together all the pro features of
Photoshop, Photoshop CC, and Photoshop Creative Cloud into one integrated experience. Key Features : - Preset quality images
to speed up your editing process - Automatically improve your photos for you - Create stunning visuals with unique new tools Apply professional-quality effects with ease - Automatically identify areas of interest within your photos - Transform photos in
a snap Feature : - Easily perform common tasks with new features such as Stacked Layers, Rematte Layer, Brush tools, etc. Apply professional-quality effects with ease - Automatically identify areas of interest within your photos - Transform photos in
a snap - Perform powerful image corrections, crop, remove noise and more. - Control the process with a number of tools for
creating and compositing images. - Easily create high-quality images with a variety of amazing filters. - Optimize your
workflow to speed up your editing process. Supported Formats: - JPEG (DNG Format) - JPG Reviews : * Amazing selection of
powerful tools that let you easily create and transform any image in your images in no time * Automatically improve your
photos for you * Create stunning visuals with unique new tools * Apply professional-quality effects with ease * Automatically
identify areas of interest within your photos * Transform photos in a snap * Perform powerful image corrections, crop, remove
noise and more * Control the process with a number of tools for creating and compositing images Wondershare Filmora is a
powerful video editing software to create professional-quality videos, add special effects, titles, add subtitles, and more. You
can use video chat with

What's New In Convenient Photo Editor?
With it, you can adjust color, add effects, copy or cut, combine multiple to one, add frame, add text, add watermark, add
background to your photos. Convenient Photo Editor is a professional application designed to resize, crop, transform, mask your
photos easily and quickly. With it, you can adjust color, add effects, copy or cut, combine multiple to one, add frame, add text,
add watermark, add background to your photos. Convenient Photo Editor is a professional application designed to resize, crop,
transform, mask your photos easily and quickly. With it, you can adjust color, add effects, copy or cut, combine multiple to one,
add frame, add text, add watermark, add background to your photos. All-in-one image processing and editing software and
photo editor for your digital camera. This powerful application allows you to edit your photos right in your camera, and to store
them in a special photo album. Transform, resize, combine and other basic operations are performed instantly. This application
is a powerful all-in-one image processing and editing software for your digital camera and web camera. It allows you to perform
all kinds of basic image adjustments, like crop, transform, color correction, resize, mask and other operations. GIMP is an all-inone image processing and editing software. It is a cross-platform and open source software that can be used to perform a variety
of different operations on photos and images. It is ideal for images from analog film (negative, slide, transparency, etc.). Tiny
Flash Gallery is an easy to use flash photo album software program for Windows. It has an all-in-one gallery with the features of
creating, saving, sharing, editing, cropping, and uploading to popular social sites. PhotoPad++ is the fastest, most powerful, easy
to use digital photo editor. It can edit photos from both Windows and Mac. PhotoPad++ is the perfect app for users who like to
be in total control of their photo editing needs. PhotoPills is a simple, easy to use, quick and user friendly photo editor. It allows
you to: adjust color, contrast, exposure, and many other features, apply watermark and frame, add border and effects and much
more. PhotoBooth is easy to use photo booth software that allows you to turn your pictures into your own picture strip. With it,
you can add titles, borders, frames, effect, and many other features to your pictures in just a few clicks. Wondershare Photo
Studio is easy to use image editor and photo collage creator for Windows. It allows you to retouch, resize, edit, crop and add text
to your photos and create awesome photo collages with various effects and styles. Photo Editor & Gallery is the free edition of
Photo Editor
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows Vista (SP2 or later) or Windows 7 (SP1 or later) Processor: 1 GHz Memory: 1 GB Hard disk space: 2
GB Graphics: DirectX 9c DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended: Processor: 2 GHz
Memory: 2 GB Hard disk space: 3 GB
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